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1. (a) Define what is an adaptive control technique? Provide your answers with

suitable diagrams.

(10%o)

(b) Explain the Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) approach and the MIT

Rule in deriving a suitable control law.

(30%)

(c) Find the control law for the following control problem:

We consider a linear process with the transfer function kG(s), where G(s) is

known and k is an unknown parameter. Find a feedforward controller that

gives a system with the transfer function Gr(s) = koG(s) where ke is a given

constant. Use the controller structure

Lr = 1Lr"

where u is the control signal and u" the command signal. Use the MIT rule to

update the parameter q , and draw a block diagram of the resulting adaptive

system.

(60%)

2. (a) Explain what are the Recursive Least Square (RLS) Technique and the

purpose of using this RLS technique in an estimation problem.

(20Yo)

(b) Consider the FIR model

y(t) = bou(t) + bil(t - 1) + e(t) t = 1, 2, ...

where {e(t)} is a sequence of independent normal random variables with zero

mean and standard deviation o. Determine the regressor vector and

parameter vector of the linear regression model.

(20%)
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(c) Consider data generated by the discrete-time system:

t{t) = bru(t -7}+ btu(t-2)+ e(r)

where { e(f) } is a sequence of independent, zero mean random variables with

variance 1 (= E e(02 )' Assume that the parameter 6 of the model

y(t) = bu(t *l)+ e(r)

is determined by least squares.

Determine the estimated parameter D obtained for large observation sets

when the input u is white noise with zero mean and variance, ot.
(60%)

3. (a) Define what is a Self-Tuning Control (STC) technique in an adaptive control

application? Please also give the definition of a direct and indirect STC

lechniques.

(30%)

(b) In sampling a continuous-time process model with h=7, the following pulse

transfer function is obtained:

H(z) = ( z + 1.2 ) / ( zt - z + 0.25 )

The design specification states that the discrete-time closed-loop poles

should correspond to the continuous-time characteristic polynomial

s2+2s+1

Design a minimal-order discrete-time indirect self-tuning regulator. The

controller should have integral action and give a closed-loop system having

unit gain in stationary. Determine the Diophantine equation that solves the

problem.

(70o/o)
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4. A car cruise control system is shown in Figure 4, in which the car dynamics is given

by

1+q-r
1 - o.96q-1

where u(t) is the engine throttle, y(f) is the speed of the car.

(a) Find the pole assignment controller, including F(q-'), G(q-'), constant H , such

that y(t) follows the desired speed command r(f) with steady state gain of 1,

and the closed loop denominator of T(q-') = 1 - 0.5q-1.

(40%)

(b) lf the sampling time is 0.2 seconds, and the required speed changes from 0 to

10 m/s. How long does it take the car to reach speed 8.125mls?

. 
(40o/o)

(20o/o)

(irnt rol ler

(hlotllc Lt(t)

Figure 4.

y(t) * a(q-l) _m-;m-

(c) What is the steady state gain of u(t)/ r(t)?

Speed o1'car-t-lqB(4,

c (q-' )
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5. (a) There are two methods suggested by Ziegler & Nichols for tuning PID

(Proportional-lntegral-Derivative) controllers. One of the methods is

applicable for an open-loop system. By using suitable time-response diagram,

analyse this method. ldentiff three controller parameters and explain how to

determ ine those parameters.

Tabulate the tuning rule of Ko (proportional gain), T; (integral time) and T6

(derivative time) for allthree (P, Pl & PID) controllers.

For the PID controller, state the transfer function and explain the pole and

zero positions of the resulting controller.

(40o/o)

(b) Consider a closed-loop system shown in Figure 5(a)

Figure 5(a)

Using a suitable Zieglar-Nichols tuning rule, determine

(i) The initial setup of the controller in order to obtain proportional control

action.

(4%)

(ii) The value of Ko so that the system will exhibit sustained oscillation.

(10%)
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(vi)
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(iii) The frequency and period of the sustained oscillation.

(20To)

(iv) The suitable values for $, Tiand Tu.

(6%)

The pole and zero location of the PID controller.

(10%)

The closed-loop transfer functions of the overall system if the input is

a unit step.

(10Yo)

By using a suitable diagram, explain the principle of gain scheduling in

adaptive control. Discuss two advantages and two disadvantages of gain

scheduling controller.

(20%)

Assume that a PD controller is used in ship steering control, in which its

dynamics can be approximated by the Nomoto model given as

(a)6.

(b)

G(s)='j.,
s(s + a)

,u
Wnefe &=&nn,r-

' U no,t

b=bno,n( 
u 

)t
u no.

and

(i) Obtain a closed-loop

equation.

transfer function and identify the characteristic

(20o/o)
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